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Abstract—We perform earthquake cycle simulations with the
goal of studying the characteristics of source scaling relations and
strong ground motions in multi-segmented fault ruptures. The 1992
Mw 7.3 Landers earthquake is chosen as a target earthquake to
validate our methodology. The model includes the fault geometry
for the three-segmented Landers rupture from the SCEC commu-
nity fault model, extended at both ends to a total length of 200 km,
and limited to a depth to 15 km. We assume the faults are governed
by rate-and-state (RS) friction, with a heterogeneous, correlated
spatial distribution of characteristic weakening distance Dc. Mul-
tiple earthquake cycles on this non-planar fault system are modeled
with a quasi-dynamic solver based on the boundary element
method, substantially accelerated by implementing a hierarchical-
matrix method. The resulting seismic ruptures are recomputed
using a fully-dynamic solver based on the spectral element method,
with the same RS friction law. The simulated earthquakes nucleate
on different sections of the fault, and include events similar to the
Mw 7.3 Landers earthquake. We obtain slip velocity functions,
rupture times and magnitudes that can be compared to seismo-
logical observations. The simulated ground motions are validated
by comparison of simulated and recorded response spectra.
Key words: Full dynamic modelling, cycle simulation, 1992
Landers earthquake.
1. Introduction
Due to the lack of dense recordings of strong
ground motions in the vicinity of faults, numerical
modeling is a necessary tool for the assessment of
variability of strong ground motions in potentially
devastating large earthquakes. In a simulation-based
seismic hazard analysis, it is critical to be able to
generate a large number of physically self-consistent
source models whose rupture process captures the
main physics of earthquake rupture and is consistent
with the spatio-temporal heterogeneity of past earth-
quakes (e.g. Field 2019). Such a set of source models
can be used for verification of assumptions underly-
ing strong ground motion simulation schemes (e.g.
Irikura and Miyake 2011) and for constraining seis-
mic source inversion. A wide range of physics-based
models have been used for this purpose.
Ideally such modeling includes current knowledge
of earthquake source physics, sufficiently accurate
simulation of the radiated wave field, and a spatially
variable, realistic distribution of near-surface geo-
logic conditions. With the aim of including the
physical mechanisms governing the rupture process,
kinematic and dynamic rupture modeling has been
applied to compute ground motions (Andrews 1976;
Dalguer et al. 2007; Galvez et al. 2016; Ely et al.
2010; Olsen et al. 1997; Oglesby et al. 2012; Rip-
perger et al. 2008; Shi and Day 2013; Wollherr et al.
2018).
It is relatively straightforward to generate kine-
matic rupture models with a certain level of
earthquake slip heterogeneity (Irikura and Miyake
2011; Somerville et al. 1999), but this kinematic
approach uses simplified assumptions about the
temporal evolution of the rupture process and often
fails to capture the essential physics of earthquake
rupture. In a recent multi-fault rupture event (the Mw
7.8 Kaikoura earthquake), the rupture propagated on
many different fault branches and was arrested due to
unfavorable orientation of these branches with
respect to the regional tectonic stress (Ando and
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Kaneko 2018; Ulrich et al. 2019). These complex
multi-segment rupture processes are difficult to
incorporate consistently in kinematic rupture model-
ing, as the dynamic stress distribution is not included.
Another pitfall of kinematic modeling is that it does
not address the question of how large the rupture will
grow and which branches will break during the rup-
ture process.
In addition to heterogeneous stress distribution,
correlation between different source parameters, such
as peak slip rate, final slip and rupture velocity, is
also present during the earthquake rupture (Gabriel
et al. 2013; Song et al. 2013). Recent attempts to
include the dependence of source parameters on local
fault geometry have been performed in pseudo-dy-
namic rupture models by Trugman and Dunham
(2014) and with 2-point statistics by Song et al.
(2014). Even though pseudo-dynamic modeling
enhances the incorporation of elements of earthquake
source physics, it requires large catalogs of dynamic
models to obtain reliable correlations between source
parameters (Trugman and Dunham 2014).
Dynamic rupture modeling produces a physically
self-consistent model for a single earthquake, given a
set of dynamic input parameters describing initial
stresses and a friction law. However, assigning initial
conditions for each dynamic simulation is not trivial
and often requires additional assumptions. A com-
mon attempt to set up initial stress conditions is by
using stochastic distributions. For instance, Bauman
and Dalguer (2014) generated a set of 300 dynamic
rupture models by varying the normal stress and
initial shear-stress using Von Karman stochastic
distribution. However, this way of setting initial
stress conditions does not incorporate the residual
stress left by previous events and as a result the
earthquake magnitude and rupture process can be
biased.
From the standpoint of earthquake physics, the
potential complexity of the problem requires an ini-
tial approach based on a simplified yet versatile
mechanical model. Many previous efforts have been
focused on studying the effects of heterogeneities in
fault strength and initial stress on dynamic rupture
models, while keeping the assumed friction laws as
simple as possible (e.g. Ripperger et al. 2007, 2008;
Olsen et al. 1997; Oglesby et al. 2012; Dalguer et al.
2007; Shi and Day 2013; Ely et al. 2010; Wollher
et al. 2018; Andrews and Ma 2016; Ulrich et al.
2019). Such efforts are based on single-rupture
dynamic models in which heterogeneous distributions
of fault stress and strength are prescribed quite
independently, and without a systematic relation to
non-planar fault geometry. However, from a
mechanical point of view, stress and strength
heterogeneities and fault geometry cannot be pre-
scribed arbitrarily. The interdependence of fault
stress, strength and geometry must be consistent with
a mechanical model of deformation and stress evo-
lution over the longer time scale of the earthquake
cycle. For instance, it is expected that stress con-
centrations can develop at the edges of asperities
(defined as fault sub-regions delimited by frictional
contrasts), introducing a correlation between stress
and strength that enhances high frequency radiation
at asperity edges. Stress concentrations are also
expected near fault kinks and bends. Failure to
account for such mechanical correlations leaves the
dynamic rupture modeling framework so uncon-
strained that virtually any outcome is possible with
sufficient tuning.
Therefore, to enable the generation of initial
stresses for dynamic rupture models that are consis-
tent with the distribution of fault strength and fault
geometry, in this study we employ earthquake cycle
modeling (e.g. Tullis 2012 and references therein,
Matsu’ura 2005). Our approach involves producing
earthquakes based on the rate-and-state (RS) friction
law in order to examine the impact of assumed sta-
tistical characteristics of heterogeneities (e.g. Hillers
et al. 2006, 2007). The earthquake cycle is modelled
using a quasi-dynamic solver under the rate-and-state
(RS) friction law (Dieterich 1979; Ruina 1983). Each
simulation assumes a 2D distribution of the charac-
teristic weakening distance Dc in RS friction, and
depth dependent frictional parameters a and b. The
dynamic rupture parameters (initial stresses, Dc, a, b
and the state) extracted from the multi-cycle simu-
lations are then used as input parameters in fully-
dynamic single-event rupture modelling using
SPECFEM3D (Galvez et al. 2014, 2016) with the
same RS friction law. Considering seismic wave
generation and propagation, fully-dynamic simula-
tions improve the consistency of transient stress
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changes in front of the rupture tip, and in comparison,
with quasi-dynamic cycle simulations in previous
works (Hillers et al. 2007; Luo et al. 2017; Tullis
2012 and references therein) improves the accuracy
of simulated models.
A single RS cycle simulation that spans several
thousand years can generate multiple earthquake
scenarios with spatio-temporal complexity similar to
past earthquakes. A limited number of RS cycle
models can thereby provide a sufficiently large
database of moderate-to-large earthquakes. This
dataset is used to investigate the dynamic rupture
characteristics of each single event through sponta-
neous rupture modeling and their sensitivities to
initial input models such as the critical distance, Dc.
Dynamic rupture models give access to rupture
properties that may be poorly resolved by source
inversion, e.g. spatial correlation of high slip and high
slip-rate areas, source time functions, and rupture
velocities (Schmedes et al. 2010; Field 2019). Most
importantly, individual events are not the result of ad
hoc tuning of stress and strength heterogeneities; they
are the result of the spatio-temporal evolution of the
governing parameters on the frictional interface in
response to steady tectonic loading.
In order to validate the results of such simulations,
we seek to model events that reproduce fault slip
distributions and ground motions similar to those
recorded during the Mw 7.3 1992 Landers earthquake.
This event occurred on a multi-segment fault system.
Fault segmentation introduces complexity into the
rupture process. For instance, the change of strike
between fault segments enhances strong variations of
stress. In fact, Oglesby and Mai (2012) show that the
normal stress varies from positive (clamping) to
negative (unclamping) between fault segments,
which leads to unfavorable or favorable conditions,
respectively for rupture growth. The spectral element
method (SEM) is used here for dynamic simulations
because it can handle complex fault geometries and
heterogeneous media. In particular, the SPECFEM3D
software for dynamic ruptures on unstructured
meshes (Galvez et al. 2014) is used for this study. To
allow for multi-segmented fault ruptures in the quasi-
dynamic components of our earthquake cycle mod-
elling, acceleration by a hierarchical matrix method
(Bradley et al. 2014) is included.
2. Earthquake Cycles
For earthquake cycle modelling we adopt the rate-
and-state friction law of Dieterich (1979) and Ruina
(1983) and solve the quasi-dynamic cycle problem
with a boundary element method using adaptive time
stepping (QDYN, Luo et al. 2017a, 2017b, 2018). In
the rate-and-state framework used in QDYN, the fault
is always slipping and the shear stress ‘‘s’’ remains
equal to the fault strength:
s ¼ lr; ð1Þ
where r is the effective normal stress (Luo et al.
2018). The friction coefficient depends on the sliding
velocity V and state variable ‘‘h’’ by:
l ¼ l0 þ a ln
V
Vo
 
þ b ln Voh
Dc
 
; ð2Þ
where the state variable is interpreted as being a
measure of maturity of contacts on a fault surface
(Hillers et al. 2006). l0 is the reference friction (0.6)
and Vo the reference velocity equals to 5 mm/year.
Dc is the characteristic weakening distance and a; b
the constitutive parameters of direct and evolution
effect. The state variable follows the aging law (Di-
eterich 1979):
oh
ot
¼ 1 Vh
Dc
: ð3Þ
The evolution of slip velocity on the fault plane is
associated with the redistribution of shear stress (e.g.,
Hillers et al. 2006). In the quasi-dynamic limit the
shear stress is related to the slip velocity by:
s ¼ s0 þ sr  Vg; ð4Þ
where s0 is the background stress, g ¼ l
2Vs
the seismic
radiation damping, l the shear modulus and Vs the
shear wave velocity. sri is the shear stress at the i–th
fault cell due to the slip on all fault cells:
sri ¼
X
j
Kij Vplt  uj
 
; ð5Þ
where Vpl is the tectonic slip rate loading, uj the slip
at the j–th fault cell, and Kij the ‘‘stiffness matrix’’
representing the stress on the i–th fault cell produced
by unitary slip on the j–th fault cell. Analytical for-
mulas for static stresses induced by rectangular
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dislocations in a homogeneous elastic half-space
(Okada 1992) are used to compute the K matrix. The
formulas include the free surface conditions. As our
fault system is composed by 5 fault segments with
variable strike (Fig. 1), it is not possible to use
optimizations developed for planar faults, such as
constructing K in the Fourier domain (Rice 1993) and
exploiting translational invariance to compute stres-
ses as convolutions using the Fast Fourier Transform.
Instead, we accelerate our quasi-dynamic simulations
by applying to K a matrix compression technique, the
hierarchical matrix (H-matrix) decomposition
(Othani et al. 2011; Bradley et al. 2014). The verifi-
cation of our H-matrix implementation in QDYN is
presented in the appendix.
As the fault strength is equal to the shear stress in
this modeling, we equate the time derivatives of
Eqs. (1, 4):
s
_0 þ s _r ¼ a r
_V
V
þ b r
_h
h
þ g _V : ð6Þ
Equations (3, 6) form a set of ordinary differential
equations solved in QDYN using the adapting time-
stepping Bulirsch-Stoer routine (Rubin and Ampuero
2005).
We use QDYN with H-matrix to generate seismic
events. Once an earthquake is nucleated and reaches
seismic slip velocities ([ 0.1 m/s), QDYN exports
the stresses and friction parameters to a rupture
dynamic solver based on the spectral element method
with rate and state friction in SPECFEM3D to
properly resolve the rupture process. However, we
adopt a one-way coupling approach: we do not import
the outputs of SPECFEM3D into QDYN. One mod-
eling constraint is that the dynamic solver works with
a time step that is small and constant (2.5 ms). To
limit the computational cost, our dynamic simulations
span a time window of few hundreds of seconds. As
we are interested in large events (Mw[ 7) and their
corresponding ground motions, we set the slip
velocity threshold to a value of 0.1 m/s that guaran-
tees the rupture of large events accelerates to seismic
speeds within the limited time of the dynamic simu-
lations. In our tests with smaller threshold values
(0.005–0.01 m/s), the slow nucleation process takes
more than several minutes. In the future, we will
explore optimal ways to fully couple the quasi-
dynamic and fully-dynamic solvers (e.g., Duru et al.
2019).
In our methodology, each event is naturally
nucleated, and the time step is decreased gradually to
resolve the nucleation processes. Another advantage
is that the initial stresses for the dynamic rupture
modelling capture the stress evolution generated by
previous events. In contrast to previous single-rupture
fully-dynamic modelling (e.g., Ely et al. 2010; Olsen
et al. 1997) we do not apply any artificial procedure
to accelerate the rupture initiation. The nucleation
process starts before the slip rate reaches our pre-
scribed threshold, but we do not expect that the
details of the aseismic slip process affect aspects of
the eventual rupture that are important for strong
motion simulation. Overall, with this approach we
aim to obtain final slip, slip velocities, rupture time
and rupture velocities, similar to those observed
during earthquakes.
3. Landers Fault System
It is difficult to dynamically simulate small mag-
nitude events if the rupture tends to propagate
through the whole fault without stopping. In order to
avoid this problem, we consider a naturally seg-
mented fault system having segments of different
strike. For this work it is also desirable to simulate
large magnitude events up to Mw 7.8, which are
possible on inland faults. With these two aims in
mind, we focus this study on the Landers fault system
(see Fig. 1a), which hosted the Mw 7.3 1992 Landers
earthquake that is used here for validation.
3.1. Geometry and Mesh
The Landers fault model used in our study is
composed of 5 segments. The 1992 Mw 7.3 Landers
cFigure 1
a Southern California Fault system (source: http://scedc.caltech.
edu/significant/Mojave.html). Bold red lines show the extended
Landers fault segments considered here. The Green dots indicate
the fault segment boundaries. We included the Eureka-Peak and
Gravel Hills—Harper faults to reach 200 km fault length. b The 3D
fault view
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earthquake ruptured three fault segments: the Johnson
Valley Fault, the Homestead Valley Fault and the
Camp Rock-Emerson fault. To extend these segments
to a length of 200 km (Mw 7.8), the Eureka-Peak fault
and Graves Hills-Harper fault have been added at the
ends, as shown Fig. 1a. Figure 1b shows a 3D view
of our fault model.
In order to mesh the complex fault system, we
made use of CUBIT, a state-of-the-art hexahedral
mesh generation software. The mesh and the faults
used in this study are shown in Fig. 2a. Minimal Dc
values available for modeling depend on the mini-
mum mesh size. In order to allow smaller Dc values
and thus smaller nucleation area and event magni-
tude, we refine the mesh size in the inner box
containing the fault domain (see Fig. 2b). This
refinement allows accurate modeling of the rupture
without a large increase in demand for computer
resources, while inducing only minor disturbances in
the wave propagation modeling. The grid size of the
refined fault elements is about 800 m. Each fault
element contains 4 internal nodes, leading to an
average 200 m spacing on the fault. The grid size
outside the inner box increases radially in a semi-
sphere of 240 km radius. The semi-sphere boundaries
are set as absorbing boundaries.
3.2. Friction Parameters
In order to get an event that could reproduce
major features of the target 1992 Landers earthquake,
it is necessary to produce a number of large
magnitude ruptures, from which a target rupture
could be selected. This can be done easily if the
model fault produces characteristic earthquakes, as
expected for mature faults. The characteristic events
are considered to be those that rupture repeatedly and
approximately the same fault area, and have about the
same magnitude, but not necessary the same final slip
distribution or rupture nucleation point.
Our goal is to generate characteristic events
similar to Mw 7.3 Landers with a certain variability
of seismic moment. It is computational expensive to
generate realistic seismicity with a broad range of
magnitudes, as it requires small grid size and large Dc
variability. Therefore, we opt for a heterogeneous Dc
lognormal distribution with a small standard
deviation of log (Dc), ‘‘sigmalog(Dc)’’, because such
rather uniform Dc distribution produces seismicity
dominated by characteristic large events (Mw[ 7).
As shown by Hillers et al. (2007, Fig. 4a, b), by
increasing sigmalog(Dc), the seismicity becomes
more irregular and spans a wide range of magnitudes
(Mw[ 5). Following these previous findings, we
adopt the Dc distribution shown in Fig. 3. We
consider a relatively small sigmalog(Dc) typical of
mature faults. The correlation length for the Dc
distribution is 2.25 km (Fig. 3, top). The mean and
sigmalog(Dc) are 0.025 m and 0.25, respectively
(Fig. 3, bottom).
Figure 4 shows the a-b and normal stress values
as a function of depth. The region of (a-b)\ 0
defines the area of velocity weakening, where both
small and large events nucleate. This defines the
width of the seismogenic zone, which goes from the
surface down to 15 km depth, as shown in Fig. 4.
Note that large ruptures may propagate into nearby
regions with (a-b)[ 0. The normal stress increases
linearly from 0 to 6 km depth, then saturates at
120 MPa due to existence of overpressure fluids (e.g.,
Sibson 1992; Streit and Cox 2001). Our estimate of
the saturated normal stress is larger than in Hillers
et al. (2007, 50 MPa) or in Luo et al. (2017, 75 MPa)
but consistent with dynamic source inversion for the
2016 Kumamoto earthquake (Urata et al. 2017, 100
MPa).
Using this fault parametrization, and thanks to the
implementation of the H-matrix method, we were
able to simulate multiple events along the Landers
fault system. We generated about 30 events (Fig. 5)
spanning the magnitude range of Mw 7.0–7.8, and
nucleated on different sections of the Landers fault
system.
cFigure 2
a Mesh for the Extended Landers Fault. The semi-sphere radius is
240 km. The semi-sphere faces are the absorbing boundaries. The
grid size increases radially outside the inner box fault domain.
b The mesh in the inner box fault domain. The mesh is unstructured
and has an approximate 800 m grid size. 5 interpolation nodes are
used in each element, therefore the effective grid size in the inner
box and the fault is about 200 meters
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4. Validation of Earthquake Cycle Modelling
by Ground Motion Simulation
To validate earthquake source models and strong
ground motion prediction methodologies, validation
‘‘in average’’ by comparison with ground motion
prediction models (GMPE’s) is widely used (e.g.
Dreger and Jordan 2014). However, data sets that are
used for construction of GMPEs frequently have a
shortage of near-fault records, which in turn are
important for hazard assessment of critical facilities.
In this study we validate earthquake cycle models by
comparison of observed and simulated records and
response spectra for the Mw 7.3 1992 Landers
earthquake, for which many near-fault strong motion
records are available.
4.1. Method of Validation
Among our 30 simulated events we selected
events that satisfy the following criteria. (1) Magni-
tude should be nearly equal to that of the 1992
Landers earthquake, Mw 7.3. (2) The event should
break the same 3 fault segments as the 1992 Landers
earthquake, i.e. the Johnson Valley, the Homestead
Valley and the Camp Rock-Emerson faults. (3)
Figure 3
a Assumed Dc distribution on the Landers fault system. b Histogram of the lognormal distribution of Dc
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Rupture initiation should be close to the hypocentre
of the 1992 Landers earthquake. Using these criteria,
we selected two simulated events, a Mw 7.3 event at
time 1245.2 years and Mw 7.31 event at time
1831.3 years. The slip distributions of the selected
events are shown in Fig. 6 and compared with the
multi-time-window source inversion result of Wald
and Heaton (1994). Data for this figure are down-
loaded from the Finite-Source Rupture Model
Database (http://equake-re.info/SRCMOD/). Other
inversion results (e.g. Cohee and Beroza 1994, Cot-
ton and Campillo 1995, Hernandez et al. 1999) have
roughly similar slip distributions.
Recordings of the 1992 Landers earthquakes were
downloaded from the Center for Engineering Strong
Motion Data (https://www.strongmotioncenter.org/).
Only processed records were used. A map of the
selected stations is shown in Fig. 7. The sites are
divided into basin and non-basin sites using the
SCEC community velocity model (version 4, Lee and
Chen 2016, Small et al. 2017). In order to avoid
additional uncertainties related to uncertainties in the
velocity model, only non-basin sites were used for
validation. The recording at Lucerne was downloaded
from the PEER Ground Motion Database (https://
ngawest2.berkley.edu). This record has no absolute
time. We aligned simulated and observed records by
fitting their S-wave arrivals. A somewhat similar
alignment of the S-wave was used by Wald and
Heaton (1994) for this record.
We simulated ground motion waveforms for the
two selected events without making any modifica-
tions to their source characteristics. We used the
sources generated by the dynamic models and then
simulated waveforms using a separate wave propa-
gation software. We consider only the slip rate
functions in cells of the dynamic source that have slip
rate larger than 0.02 m/s. Due to the large number of
cells (up to 2 million for a Mw 7.3 event) we used the
staggered grid 3D-FDM method of Graves (1996)
instead of the discrete wavenumber method (Bouchon
1981) widely used for 1D velocity structures. The
velocity model for the seismic wave propagation
modelling is the 1D model used for source inversion
by Wald and Heaton (1994) (see Table 1), which is a
regional velocity model with an additional shallow
low-velocity layer (geotechnical layer) that mimics
thin alluvial layers at non-basin sites. The presence of
the geotechnical layer(s) is important for simulation
of short period ground motions in engineering
Figure 4
Left: Normal stress vs. depth. Right: a, b vs. depth. The red line delineates the shallow velocity strengthening region where (a, b)[ 0
Figure 5
Distribution of simulated events with time. Cycles in the first
1000 years are ignored
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applications; so we used a 1D velocity structure for
validation, instead of the uniform half-space that was
used for rupture dynamic simulation and earthquake
cycle modeling.
4.2. Validation Results
The shortest period resolved by our FDM simu-
lations was 1.0 s. The longest usable period of the
observed records is 10 s. For waveform comparisons
both observed and simulated waveforms were band-
pass filtered in the 1–10 s period range, and then
velocity response spectra Sv were calculated. Fig-
ure 8 shows simulated waveforms at non-basin sites
for the second selected event (t = 1831.3 years), and
comparison with observations. The first selected
event (t = 1245.2 years) has roughly similar wave-
forms, except their first-arrival times are different due
to the more northerly location of the rupture starting
point.
Among 11 non-basin sites, 7 sites had good
waveform fit: the amplitude, duration and predomi-
nant periods are well reproduced in the simulated
waveforms. These sites are Fort Irwin, Yermo,
Barstow, Lucerne, WW-Swarthout, WW-Nielson
and Big Bear. Most of these sites are in the forward
direction of rupture propagation, so the directivity
effect is strong. Site Lucerne is the nearest recording
site to the surface rupture and our reproduction of its
recorded waveforms indicates that our near surface a-
b settings in Fig. 4 are realistic.
At the remaining four sites, there is limited
agreement between modelled and observed wave-
forms; only peak amplitudes are reproduced. These
sites are Phelan, Joshua Tree, Silent Valley and
Hemet, and most of them are located in the backward
rupture direction. The recorded waveforms at these
Figure 6
Procedure for selection of events for the validation. Top: slip distribution of the 1992 Landers earthquake from the source inversion by Wald
and Heaton (1994). Middle and bottom: slip models of two selected simulated events occurring at times 1245.2 years and 1831.3 years. They
have moment magnitude, slip distribution, rupture nucleation and ruptured segments similar to the 1992 Landers earthquake. Red circles are
rupture initiation areas. Vertical dashed lines mark segment boundaries; segment names are signed in the middle plot
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sites have a prominent long-period wave-packet, e.g.
a wave after 40 s at Silent Valley in Fig. 8, having
long predominant period 5.7 s, or a wave after 30 s at
Joshua three, having 2.8 s predominant period. These
waves may be the result of a smaller basin amplifi-
cation that was not considered in the simulations (see
the areas of reduced near surface velocities (Vs *
2.5 km/s) near sites Silent Valley and Joshua Tree in
Fig. 7). Cohee and Beroza 1994 used Hemet and
Silent Valley for the 1D source inversion and could
not reproduce the long-period wave train on the EW
component. Hemet and Silent Valley are located
beside the San Jacinto Fault. It is possible that a low-
velocity zone around this fault and the neighboring
San Andreas Fault form a waveguide for long-period
waves into the Hemet and Silent Valley sites (see
discussion of Lee and Chen 2016 on their Fig. 1f).
Such features are not included in our assumed
velocity model.
The simulated response spectra Sv fit the data
within a factor of 2 for most sites, even those that
have limited waveform fit. We consider this to be a
good fit for such spontaneously generated source
model without any additional tuning. Average
observed/synthetic spectral ratios and their standard
deviations are shown in Fig. 9 for both selected
events. There are no systematic discrepancies in
average spectral ratios in the valid period range
2–10 s.
5. Discussion
In this study we validated multi-cycle earthquake
simulations on a multi-segment fault system by
comparison of modelled and observed waveform
response spectra for the 1992 Landers earthquake.
For more comprehensive validation, comparison of
the ground motion attributes for a larger set of sim-
ulated events with GMPEs is necessary. We will do
this in the near future, and anticipate some tuning of
parameter settings (fault width, normal stress, etc.)
may be necessary to achieve that.
Simulated events provide valuable insights on
detailed features of rupture models, which have a
potential impact on ground motions even though they
cannot be resolved by waveform source inversions.
Dynamic rupture simulations by Pulido and Dalguer
(2008) and Galvez et al. (2017a, b) show that as the
rupture front propagates, it encounters regions of
strong asperities and once it propagates throughout
the asperity, the slip increases and high slip velocities
arise at the boundaries of the asperities due to the
drastic change in rupture velocity. If confirmed, these
Figure 7
Strong motion sites that recorded 1992 Landers earthquake
(triangles). Color map is the surface shear wave velocity (Vs)
distribution according to the SCEC community velocity model (see
Lee and Chen 2016). Dark blue areas are major basins. Non-basin
sites (light blue triangles) are used for validation
Table 1
Velocity structure model for waveforms simulation (Wald and
Heaton 1994)
Layer Thickness
(km)
Vp
(km/s)
Vs
(km/s)
Density
(kg/m3)
Qs
Surface low-
velocity
1.5 3.80 1.98 2300 30
Crustal low-
velocity
2.5 5.50 3.15 2600 300
Upper crust 22.0 6.20 3.52 2700 300
Lower crust 6.0 6.80 3.83 2870 300
Upper Mantle inf 8.00 4.64 3500 300
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features may improve strong ground motion
predictions.
In our simulations Dc is the only heterogeneous
model parameter. Heterogeneity of stress drop and
strength excess is the spontaneous result of earth-
quake cycles. For this reason, correlations with Dc,
the only parameter that remains unchanged through-
out multiple cycles, are most important. They may
allow us to extrapolate features observed in past
earthquakes to future earthquakes on the same fault.
Finally, analysis of the discrepancy between
short-period and long-period generation areas is also
important. We will examine the scaling properties of
the simulated earthquakes, with a particular focus on
quantifying the distinct locations of areas of large slip
and large slip velocity as a function of magnitude.
The analysis will be supported by insight from the
analysis of other dynamic quantities, including rup-
ture speed, dynamic stress drop, rise time and general
attributes of band-pass filtered slip velocity time
histories. Our goal will be to understand the
mechanical origin of the phenomenon at a sufficient
level to provide a physical basis for the formulation
of simplified methods to account for distinct short-
and long-period slip in kinematic or pseudo-dynamic
earthquake source generation algorithms for engi-
neering ground motion prediction.
Figure 8
Example of simulated and observed waveform comparison for the 1831.3 year event. Black-observed, red-simulated. The Upper and lower
seismograms at each station correspond to EW and NS components respectively
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Overall, we may conclude that, after tuning the
friction model so that simulated ruptures could
reproduce a wide range of observed features of
earthquakes, the fully dynamic multicycle method-
ology, developed here, is a valuable instrument for
studying aspects of the earthquake rupture that cannot
be directly observed nor inferred by source inversion.
Except for its large computational cost, this
methodology has many advantages in comparison
with regular single rupture dynamic simulations, as
summarized in Table 2.
6. Conclusions
A large number of events with Mw 7.0–7.8 were
successfully simulated by physics-based fully-dy-
namic multi-cycle earthquake simulations on a model
of the non-planar, multi-segment Landers fault sys-
tem. Among the large number of simulated source
models, two events have Mw and slip distribution
similar to the 1992 Landers earthquake, and are
suitable for validation. Waveform simulations for
these two models lead to average response spectra
and waveforms in good agreement with the record-
ings of the 1992 Landers earthquake.
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Table 2
Features of the multi-cycle simulation vs. single-rupture
simulations
Multi-cycle Single-rupture
Friction
law
Rate-and-State friction
that describes fault
movement during all
stages of evolution:
loading, creep, slow
events, earthquake
ruptures
Simplified slip-weakening
friction for rupture
propagation only
Stress and
strength
Natural result of spatio-
temporal evolution of
dynamic ruptures
during previous
earthquake cycles
Prescribed arbitrarily,
random or by static
estimates from
kinematic source
inversion
Dc Random, prescribed
during the cycles.
Heterogeneous stress is
a natural consequence
of the heterogeneous
Dc
Prescribed, frequently
uniform combined with
heterogeneous stress
Nucleation Spontaneous Artificially prescribed
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Appendix
Implementation and test of the hierarchical-matrix
method for earthquake cycle simulations
We implemented the Hierarchical matrix (H-
matrix) method, first proposed in earthquake cycle
modelling by Ohtani et al. (2011), to perform
Figure 10
Verification of the H-matrix method. Top: The Dc distribution on the fault. The white star is the reference point. Bottom: Log (slip-velocity) at
the reference point. The red points and the solid green line are the log (slip-velocity) computed using the FFT and H-matrix methods,
respectively. The tolerance error of the H-matrix method needed to reproduce satisfactorily the FFT results is 10-8
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earthquake cycle modelling for the Landers fault
system. The most computationally intensive part of
the quasi-dynamic simulations is the matrix–vector
product (MVP) K 9 V required at each time step to
update stress rates. For N fault cells the K matrix has
size (N,N) if the slip rake is fixed and only the rake-
parallel component of shear stress is considered. V is
a vector that contains the slip velocity at each fault
cell and it has size N. In a trivial implementation, this
MVP requires O(N2) operations and consumes most
of the computing time. To accelerate the MVP, we
implement the H-matrix method of Bradley et al.
(2014) in QDYN.
The procedure to construct an H-matrix approx-
imation of K has four parts. First, based on distance,
cluster trees over mesh elements are formed. The
cluster trees induce row and column permutations of
K. Second, pairs of clusters are found that satisfy a
criterion involving distance between the two clusters
and their diameter. Third, the requested error toler-
ance e is mapped to tolerances on each block Ki. The
tolerance specifies the maximum error allowed.
Fourth, each block is approximated by the low-rank
approximation (LRA) that satisfies the block’s toler-
ance. While a Ki block requires O(m 9 n) storage, its
H-matrix approximation requires only O(r(m ? n))
storage.
We implemented the use of the H-matrix module
‘‘hmmvp’’ developed by Bradley et al. (2014) in the
QDYN solver for earthquake cycle modelling in
complex fault systems. This module makes use of the
M approximation, which is a modification of Low-
rank approximation (LRA). The M approximation
allows for greater compression of the K matrix
making MVP less time consuming than the LRA
approximation for large N values. The hmmvp
module contains C ?? routines that comprise the
K matrix and a library to compute MVP. More details
on this module are presented by Bradley et al. (2014).
To validate our implementation, we perform earth-
quake cycle simulations for the planar fault shown at
Fig. 10, top. This fault contains the Dc distribution
for Case I (mature faults) of Galvez et al. (2017a).
The model runs for a duration of about 1400 years
using the FFT method of the original version of
QDYN and our new implementation with the H-ma-
trix method. The red star in Fig. 10, top represents the
fault point taken as reference. As can be seen in
Fig. 10, bottom, the slip velocities at the reference
point obtained using the FFT and H-matrix are the
same, verifying our implementation.
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